
Air Pollution in Trafford 

On the 18 June Altrincham Preparatory School hosted an evening organised by the Clean air 

action group. The evening started with a programme played from the TV called “Fighting For 

Air”.  It was shocking to hear about how damaging the pollution from our cars and vehicles 

can be on our health. 

In the UK alone there are over 40,000 premature deaths due to air pollution a year. Sixteen 

cities have recordings of pollution levels that exceed the legal amount. In fact by 17 January 

some areas had already exceeded their annual levels. The financial cost is at £20billion a 

year for loss of earnings and medical bills. But most shocking of all is how pollution 

contributes to higher blood pressure, narrowing of the arteries and thickening of the blood 

which leads to more serious health issues such as strokes and heart attacks. Lungs get 

stunted and even our brains are affected lowering IQ. These facts are really shocking for our 

children who are still developing and the volume of vehicles on our roads will only increase 

unless we start to rethink how we use our cars. 

The most damaging vehicles are lorries, with the particular matter coming from diesel 

exhausts. But an interesting fact that we can be mindful of in our cars is that the stop/start 

action rather than speed causes more pollution. For anyone interested in doing their bit to 

help, we need to try to cut out “idling”. This is where we keep our engines running either 

while dropping someone off or sitting in traffic. The myth is that if you are stopped for less 

than 30 seconds you are not idling and no harm is done. This isn’t true! If you stop even for 

a few seconds then we should be turning our engines off. If you are in a long traffic jam you 

should also circulate the air in your vehicle rather than draw air in from outside as the 

outside air is so polluted. If you can make a journey on roads without speed bumps you will 

prevent the stop/start acceleration that causes pollution, all of which is directed at a child’s 

level. Speed bumps are often found on roads that the council expect children to use such as 

near schools or busy housing estates. We were advised not to use Sat Navs around towns if 

we can help it as they will take you through the areas most popular and so mostly polluted 

already. 

Finally, Trafford council spoke to us giving us facts and figures relating to our local authority. 

80% of pollution in Trafford is created by vehicles. 25% of our journeys are under a mile. If 

we each considered walking/cycling these journeys then we would be getting enough 

exercise recommended as well as helping reduce the pollution levels. Hale residents were 

particularly upset at how people idle in their cars whilst the railway line barrier is closed. 

Patrick Carrington a consultant haematologist at Trafford Hospital is part of the “Active 

Travel” group and is encouraging us to think about travelling minus our cars. If you would 

like any further information please contact the Cleanair action group at Trafford Council or 

sue.hyton@blf.org.uk who will also be able to advise anyone who would like to encourage 

our politicians to be willing to take action to help make our towns and cities cleaner and 

healthier places for all of us.  
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